Hockey Team Wins By 5-1

Middlebury Trounced By A New Combination: Frosh Strong

A powerful M.I.T. team raced to the 5-1 Tuesday night, trouncing Middlebury College by a score of 5 to 1. Shifting Hilliker back from the wing to his old position as left striper should be very successful. Even in his defensive position he has kept his eye on the opposite goal and scored twice, once unassisted.

Combination Works

The new combination of Samuels, Freny, Nechtem, B.U. star forward, who has been sulking back in shape and Fred Her- dung to tackle the strong Brown make up. The B.U. lead was seven basket put that team in front by a of lead for the evening, for a B.U. Samuels gave Tech their last taste erased ten seconds later by a long shot gave Tech an early lead, but this was of these men to get their scoring in in bed with a slight fever. The failure half the game after spending the day gained previous.
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The freshman hockey team, which has defeated Cambridge Latin and Brookline High in the two games so far, will meet Bridge Tech next. This will give the fresh a chance to show what they are worth, for Bridge Tech is a strong team that defeated the Northernmost Freshmen.
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